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Determination of exposure to electric fields
in extra high voltage substations
by K. G. LOVSTRAND, Ph.D.l
LOVSTRAND, K. G. Determination of exposure to electric fields in extra high
voltage substations. Scand. j. work environ. & heaUh 3 (1976) 190-198. Electrophysical effects related to extra high voltage are surveyed for the determination
of the exposure of personnel to electric fields in substations. It is concluded that
the electric field streng,ths and the electrical d~scharges to the personnel are theimportant electrophysical factors. Instruments for measuring the field strength
at grounded surfaces and at nonzero potentials were constructed. Results are
presented of measurements with these instruments in substations. A dummy was
used for the measurement of the distribution of capacitive currents to a man. The
dummy can also be used for measuring the effectiveness of special shielding
clothes.
extra high voltage, tmnsmismon Hne, substation, exposure, personnel,
electric field measurement, discharge, capacitive current.
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Some investigations hav,e indicated that
the exposure of personnel, workJ.ng in
e)QtI1a high voltage (EHV)2 subg.bations, to
high electric field strengths of power frequency (50 Hz or 60 Hz) may cause physiological changes (2, 7, 10). The results
led to a Soviet limitation of the occupabonal exposure to high field strengths in
EHV sw.Hchyarcls and near EHV transmission lines.
Several similar studies have been made,
however, in which no significant physiological effects were observ'ed (17). Some
labomtory experiments on mice have
shown reverSliJble physioilogioal effects of
long-rtime exposure to high electric meld
strengths (13), whereas others have not
shown any -significant effects. High voltThe Resear,oh Institute of
Uppsala, Sweden.
EHV = 130 kV - 800 kV.

Electricity,
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age constructions are surrounded by
electric belds, the strength and extension
of which are dependent on the operating
v,oltageand the dimensiJons of the construction. Higher voltages have resulted
in more pronounced effects (7, 8, 10).
The maX'imum voLtage of main EHV
transmJisSion Jines in Sweden is a't present
400 kV, but a 800 kV tmnsmission line i,g
under construction and should be in
oper:abon within a few years.
In 1974 the Swedish State Power Board,
in coopel'ation with the National Board of
Occupational Safety and Hea:Lth and the
Research Institute of Electricity, started
physiological, psycholog;ical, and phySlical
investigations of the eff.ects of electric
fields on personnel in Swedish EHV substations. The investigations are expected
to show if special precautions, suoh as
shielding clothes or permanent or mobile
electric shields, are necessary for the protection of the personnel working iIJl thee
vidnity of the 800 kV constructiQns.

The present report presents the electrophysical pheno.mena and effects r·elated to
the EHV and the instruments which were
developed for the determination of occupational exposure to electric fields in subst'attons.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Electrophysical effects caused by EHV

For the physical part of the invesmgation
a survey was made of the electrophysical
effects carused by EHV. The aim was to
find relevant physical parameters which
might be related to the medioal observations made during the investigation.
With ,the support of previ,ous investigations some effects could be excluded from
the study.
Corona discharges occur at surfaces with
a high field strength, such as wire conducbors and disconnector busbars. The
number of corona discharges increases
dur,ing certain weather conditions, such as
drizzle or misty weather.
Corona discharges produce a large
number of air iOiIlS and also ozone. The
physiolog.tcal effects of an increased air
ion density are not well known, but some
investigations have shown negative health
effects at high air ion concentrations
(9, 11).
The increase in the air ion density was
not very high a few meters away from
outdoor
AC EHV constructions.
Air
ions were thus excluded from the investigation.
An investigation by Fern and Brabets
(6) showed that no signMicant increase in
O2Joneconcentration j,'s to be expected near
outdoor EHV constructions such as transmission lines or substa·tions.
Electric conductors, e.g., in transmission
lines with current HOWling through them,
are surrounded by magnetic fields. The
flux density B depends on the distance I'
to a conductor and on the current I
flowing ·through it. B(r) can easily be calculated for a single straight conductor of
infinite length.
B(r)

= fl oI/2 :n;

r,

(1)

where #0

=

4n

.10- 7 (Vii/Am).

The maximum curren bs in EHV transmission lines are on the order of 1,000 A,
and the safety distance to EHV conductors
is about 3 m. If I' = 3 m and I = 1,000 A
equation 1 gives B = 6· 10-5 T.
The magnetic flux density limit (VLF)
recommended for "long-time" occupati,onal exposure is 2 . 1O-2T a t the Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center in the U.S.A.
and 3 • 1O-2T in the U.S.S.R. (12). The flux
density near a current-carrying conductor
is thus more than two orders of magnitude
below the recommended maximum exposure Vla:lues. The health effect, if any,
should thus be negligible dUI'ing ordinary
work at the constructions. Certa[n "hotline" operations bring the personnel very
dose to the current-carrying conductors.
Such operations require special attention.
The electromagnetic radio noise emission from the corona discharges was not
considered to be intense enough to have
any influence on the medical parameters
studied (16). Exposure to high electric
fitfld strengths in work areas at EHV constructions is the Daoior that has been considered the most important f.or suspected
nega·tive health effects (13). Capacitive
coupling of the AC V'oltage to a man
standing in the eleotrk f.ield gives rise to a
capacitive current whi<:h flows thr.ough
his conducting body. This current can be
0.1-1 mAo
If an insulated person ,standing in the
electric field touch-es a grounded object, he
may feel ,a discharge at the point of contact. In such very 'short (r < l,us) discharges the peak current, which depends on
the field strength ading on the person and
the impedance of the contact ('the series
impedance of the discharge channel, the
skin, and the body), can be about 10 A (8).
Such oocurrences are wen known to personnel wor'kJing in EHV sulbstations. Accidenbs have also occurred because of the
uncontrollable jerks which folLow strong
discharges. In a work made by Filippov
and Morozov (8) the mean lower limit of
the field strength for painful discharges
was round to be 5.2 kV/m. The intensity
of a discharge depends on the mean
electric field strengbh acting on the
person, his caJpacitance to earth, and
the phase of the alterna1ting electric
191

field at the moment of contact. The
last factor will cause the discharge
energy to vary in a series of contacts, even
if the capacitance and the :field strength
are cODIStant. The sta'titstical distribution of
the dtscharge energy can be calculated
from the caipacitance to earth and the field
strength. A slow speed of touching the
grounded surface can cause a seri'es of discharges ,to occur for each contact, one for
each half-period of the alternating electric
field (8).
It was concluded from this review of
the physical effects related to EHV that
the electric field strength, the capacttive
currents, and the electric discharges to
persons were the parameters which most
justified being studied.
Electric field theory

It is comparatively simple to calculate the

electric field in some electrode geometries.
The electric field E between a straight
conductor above the ground can be obtained from three equations. The first
yields the charge density q in the conduc20
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Fig. 1. Capacitive current Ie to a semispheroid exposed to a 50-Hz electric field.
(Eo = 1 kV/m, h = the height of the spheroid
in millimeters).
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tor as a function of the voltage V and the
capacitance to the ground C:
q = ViC.

(2)

The second yields the capacitance C as a
function ·of the height hand r,adius l' of the
conductor:
C

=

112 :nEoln (2 h/r),

(3)

and the third yields the electric field
strength E as a function of q, h, and the
horizontal distance x to the field strength
point:
E

=

2 qh/4 :nEO (h 2

+ x 2 ),

where eo = 10- 9 /36:n.

(4)

(AslVm)

One single EHV transmission line consists however of three phase conductors
and at least one ground wire. The alternating voltage of the phase conductors
shifts 120 0 in phase angle for each "phase."
Accordingly the resulting electric field at
any space point is a sum of three field
vectors with a 120 0 phase difference.
The electric fi'eld vectors from the conductors are disturbed in magnitude and
direction by the presence of the other
conductors, the ground wire, and the
ground. The field is further disturbed
near the towers of the line. Calculations
of the electrk field strength alt the ground
level under transmission lines have been
made by several authors (1, 15). The calculations are complica;ted when several
conductors cross each other a,nd several
objects on the ground disturb the field.
Approximate calculations can be made
of the electric field strength at the surface
of conducting objects on the ground near
EHV constructions. Deno (4, 5) has reported methods for several such approximations. He has also shown how the capacitive currents can be oalculated with approximate geometries. The currents can
be very dangerous or even fatal. Accidents
have occurI1ed when persons have touched
large insulated conducting objects or insulated construction parts and have thus
formed a short circuit of a sometimes fa tal
capacitive current to the ground.
For field and capacitive current calculations a person standing on the ground
can be approximated with a semispheroid,
a spheroid, or a cylinder with a hemisphere at the top end. '11he influence of the
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2. Instrument for the measurement of the AC electric field strength at a grounded surface. (1 = capacitive electrode, 2 = insulation, 3 = grounded eIlectrode, 4 = coaxial cable, and
5 = shielding instrument box)

Fig.

thickness and height o-f a person can thus
be calculated (3). Fig. 1 shows the influence of height and thickness on the
capacitive current to a man sbanding in a
50-Hz homogeneous electric field when
the man is ppproximated with a semispheroid.

For aCCUDa te measuremen tiS the connection to the ammeter should be shielded
and the impedance to earth of the connecting cable should be much greater than
the inner imped'l.nce of the ammeter. The
time constant RC of the ammeter resistance R and the sum of cable capacitance
and plate capacitance to earth C should be

Instrument for measuring electric field
strength at a grounded conducting surface

RC

Gauss' Iaw yields the induced charge
density a at a conducting surf'ace due to
the externa,l electric field strength E

< < lIw.

(9)

For a sandwich probe with a grounded
electrode below the insulated capadtive
elech'ode, the oapac1tance is:
(10)

where e = 1 for a field in air. If the
electrk fli'eld is alternating with a frequency w, it can be represented by a displacement current flowing into the surface
with a current density j, where
j =

wEeeo·

(6)

This gives a method for measuring field
strength at conducting surfa'ces.
A conducting Hat probe can be placed
on the grQunded surface and connected to
the earth via an AC ammeter. The field
strength can be oa1ctrlated from the current flowing into the plate if the area of
the plate S and the frequency w of the
field are known:

f

E • dS

=

IIweeo,

(7)

S
where e = 1 for air or if E is homogeneous over S:
E = II €eowS.

(8)

where S i,s the area of the capacitive
electrode, d ,is the thickness of the insulation, 'l.nd ei is the relative dielectric
constant of the insulator material.
A field strength mea,suring system was
constructed according to this principle.
The field strength pro'be was a round plate
of 3· 10- 2 m 2 • lit was oonnected to a data
preCISIOn digital V'oltmeter via a I-m
coaxial cable. A 104 Q resistJor was connected in .parallel wirth the V'oftmeter. The
capacitive current was thus measured with
the digital voltmeter (ilig. 2). The voltmeter was protected wrth a comb'ined zener
diode gas discharge tube transient
protection. The probe was calibrated for
50 Hz in a known electric field between
parallel plates. Similar instruments have
been used by Schneider et al. (15) and
Miller (14).
The use of the capacitive probe is limited to grounded surfaces because the potential of the probe is that of the ground.
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Instrument for the measurement of the AC electric field strength at points with nonzero potential - circuitry.

If the probe

is put up at space point
a nonzero potenti'al, a strong distUI1bance of the electri~ field will be introduced at the mea,suring po:int, and too
high values are measured (14).
w~th

Electric field strength at nonzero potential
points
Two capacitive probes arranged as a
symmetric dipole can be used for measurement of the field strength at a point
with a nonzero potentfial (8, 15). The current flow'iug between the plates is then
proportional to the time derivative of the
field strength component in the dipole
direction. Consequently th'is instrument is
direction sensi,tive. The two dipole halves
can be arranged as the two halves of a
sphere or a spheroid (14). The dfupole
introduces a disturbance of the field by
short-circuiting part of it. This disturbance and the sensitivlity cam easily be
calculated for spheric or spheroidal dipoles, and they can be me,asured by calibration for other d~pole geometries.
According to this principle a symmetric
dipole instrument was constructed with
flat rectanguliar electrodes. The electrodes
were placed at opposite sides of a shielding
metal case, 90 X 100 X 200 mm, which
194

contained the electronics. The electronic
circuit ·of the instrument is shown in fig. 3.
The circuit consists of a transient protection device, the current shunt res'istances R 1, ·a two-stage voltage amplifier, and
a rectifuer. Two sensitivities, 20 kV/m or
100 kV/m full-scale, can be selected by
the switch S2' The sensitivity of the
instrument is adjusted with the potenti'Ometer :&2' The amplifier zero output is
adjusted with potentiometer Ra with the
input short-circuited by switoh SI' The
battery condition can be tested by the
operation of swi,tch S3' The field strength
is displayed on an instrument at the front
panel of the case (fig. 4).
The instrument can be placed at the top
of a thin insulating rod with a known
height. Useful measurements can also be
made with the instrument atta·ched to a
0.5-m long insulating handle, which is
held by the hand with the arm outstretched.
The instrument was calibr,ated in a
known homog,eneous electri~ field between two large parallel metal plates.
Test mealSurements have also been made
with the instrument held in the hand
below a long single horizontal EHV conductor. The accura,cy of such measurements at ,a height of 1-2 m proved to be
better than 5 Ofo.

It is essential that the instrument be
corona-free during measurements. In an
electric field Ey(kV/m) the appoximate
Vloltage disturbance U<\ of the s.pace potenbal at one end of the dipole will be
U<\ E y ' d/2 (kV),
where d is the length of the dipole.
For E y = 50 kV/m and d = 0.1 m, U d will
be 2.5 kV. This v-oltage does not cause
any corona discharges from the rounded
corners of the instrument case.

=

through a shielding metal net at the front
of the dummy (fig. 5).
The dummy can be set up in va-rious
naluI1al work positions: upright or bent,
with the arms down or with nne or two
arms up. EIectrically connecting handtools can be alta-ched to one hand. The

Capacitive currents to a person in the
electric field
The oapacitive current to a person standing in an alternating electri-c field can
be measured by connecting him to the
ground potential via an AC ammeter. He
must, however, wear insulating shoes during the measur.ement. The measured current will be on the order of 14 pA/kV/m
for a 50-Hz f]eld. It must be remembered, however, that other people standing near this person will disturb the
electric field and thus the oapacitive current.
CClIpa-citive current measurements on a
man of normal height can thus be used
for rough but simple measurements of the
mean field strength near the ground.
A mean field streng·th value of about
70 V/ml pA (50 Hz) can be used for the
field strength oalculation from the capacitive current when a man, 1.8 m tall, is
standing upright in the field with his arms
down. A dummy has been built for measuremen'ts of the internal di'Stribution of
the cClipadtive current to a man. The insulated dummy is painted with a semiconducting paint with a surfa-ce resistivity
of about 1,000 Q per square. Its arms,
legs, torso, and the two halves of its head
are insulated from each other and connected to a central unit in the torso. At
a junct~on in the central unit different
connectiQns of the body parts can be connected to one of three tmnsient protected
digita'l AC ammeters for the measuremenit
of the ourren'ts between different parts
of the body. 'J1he dummy can be connected
to the ground via one hand or one foot.
The "current drstribu'tions" in the body are
thus measur-ed for different ground contact
points. The digital ammeters are visible

Fig. 4.

Instrument for measurement of the
AC electric field strength at points with
nonzero potential - front panel.

Fig. 5.

Dummy for measurement of the distribution of capacitive currents to different
parts of the body.
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Tab~e 1. Electric field strengtlhs, in a 400-kV substation, measured with the capacitive probe
at the ground Eo and on top of the head of a man El,BOO.

Construction part
Disconnector busbar (new)
Disconnector busbar (old)
Circuit breaker

Distance (m)

Eo(kV/m)

3

8.8
12

2
1
4
6
16

shielding effect of different dry or wet
clothes can be inv,estigJatJed with the dummy, as well as the effectiveness of the
special shielding apparel constructed for
EHV work.
RESULTS
The capacitive probe was used for several
measurements in substations. Table 1
shows the electric fields measured at the
ground near different construction parts in
a substation. It also shows the electric field
st~ength on top of the head of a person,
1.8 m tan, standing at the same posi'twns.
The pl'Obe proved to be very simple to
use, but, as the mealsuremen:ts were

2-

3.5

9.4
8.3

El,800(kV/m)
77

89
65
73

59
22

limit€d to grounded surfaces, it was
impossible to use under certain condiiions,
e.g.,
when
the
ground
Wlas covered with high gra1ss or snow. The
electric field strength at the ground is
furthermore very inhomogeneous due to
the local topography of the ground. The
p~obe is, however, cQIlvenient for measurements at constructions or on the surface of various objects like vehicles.
The dipole prob€ was only used for the
mapping of the field strengths in one
substabon. It is very easy and rapid to
use, held by ·the hand, and the aocuracy
of this method of operation i!s sa,tisfactory.
Fig. 6 shows a map of the field stl'engths
measured at a height of 1.8 m in a 400
kV substa'tfion. The Vlalues measured a,t
the Swedish 400 kV substJatilon have been
compared to values reported from measurem~mts in the U.S.S.R. (7, 8). The
values obtained ag,ree within 30 010. A
pre'Liminary measurement has been made
of the fieW strengths in a 220 kV substation. It shows that the meld strengths at
a height of 1.8 m are approximately half
of those in the 400 kV substation. The
measurements made in the U.S.S.R. also
show a rapid increase in the field
strengths at a height of 1.8 m with the
operating voltage (7).

Capacitive current distribution

E (kV/m): [ ] 0-5

~10-15

~ 15-20

6. Electric field strengths in a 400 kV
substation. ,(1 = steel tower, 2 = disconnector
busbar, and 3 = circuit brea1l:er)

Fig.
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The capacitive current distr'i,bution to a
person in an electmc field was measured
Wlith the dummy at two dtfferent places
in a substation with different field
strel'lgt!hs at the ground, 8.6 kV/m and
18 kVlm, respectively. Table 2 shows the
currents measur,ed tn different parts of
the body for two attitude> of the body
and for the dummy insulated or connect-

ed to the gr,ound via one hand or one foot.
The total current to the ground was measured. The values are shown in table 3,
they are compared to those reported by
other authors and to the .theoreticaUy calculated value for a person 1.75 m tall.

DISCUSSION
The measurements that will be made
during the study of EHV substations will
cover subs tati'on s of different ages and
types of construction. A special survey
wi'll be necessery for the gr.oups doing
ma'intenance work at circuit brea'kers. As
the work is done partly on top of the
bre1a'kers, this survey should cover the
whole-brea'k'er oonstructions at different
heights.

Table 2.

A study of the time required for different types of w{)rk in the work areas in
different field strength zones will follow
the field strength mea,surements. The exposure to the field strengths can then be
calculated.
Practical measurements of electrical
discharges to persons during ordinary
work are very inconvenient since the
measuring equi:pmen't must be connected
both to the persons studied and to the
earth and this set-up involves certain
hazards. Such measurements are planned,
however.
The mean intensity of the dischJaTges
can be oalcuLa'ted. The number of discharges does certainly vary widely for
different types of work and clothing.
It has been recommended in the U.S.S.R.
that all discharges to personnel be elim-

Capacitive currents to different parts of a dummy.

Pos~tion

Ground
connection

Current
measured

Arms down

insulated

One arm up

insulated

Arms down

to one arm

head to torso
»
arms »
legs »
head
»
arms »
legs »
»
head »
»
arms »
legs »
»
»
head »
»
arms »
»
legs
»
head »
»
arms »
»
legs »
»
head »
»
arms »
»
legs »

E

=

)}

)}

One arm up

to one arm

One arm up

Table 3.

1 kV/m.

to one leg
to one leg

= 18 kV/m
I (f£A)

132
45
49
158
51
165
13
48
140
13
51
47
186
50
103
233

26

61
11

24
66
11
26

)}

Arms down

E

20
14
58
20
30
74

)}

)}

8.6 kV/m
I (f£A)

23
85
24
41
89

Capacitive current to a man exposed to a 50-Hz homogeneous field strength of

Measurement

Author

Measured for a group of men
mean height = 1,750 mm
Measured for a cylinder
height = 1,750 mm, diameter = 250 mm
Measured with the dummy

Schneider et al. (15)

14

(1'5)

14

Measured in a substation
Calculated for a semispheroid
height = 1,750 mm, diameter = 400 mm

Schneider et

I (f£A)

a~.

Lovstrand
(present investigation)
Filippov and Morozov (8)
L6vstmnd
(present investigation)

12
10
14
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inated. This seems to be an unrealistic
requirement.
At present the exposure tQ field

strengbhs is recommended fur use as the
s1ngle paTameter of st:vess related to the
EHV. The constructed instruments make
measuremen ts of this eXPQsure po'ssible.
A correlatiQn analysis can thus be made
of exposure to field strengths of the personnel and the observed health deviati1ons, if any, by the medioal investigation.
If a,ny negative health effects a~e found
in the investigation, it might be necessary
t,o limft occupati'Onal eJeposure to electric
£i€lds. It is possible to decrease the field
strengths w~fu various types of shields or
shielding cLothes. The use of such are discussed in reports from ,the U.S.S.R. (8). The
dipole instrument can then be useful a's a
control instrument for occupational safety
since it is relirable and simple to use.
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